




 

 Information Sheet 

 

Your staff are your new company Firewall - Harden them 
goDeep provides comprehensive security awareness training, phishing simulations and publicised breach reporting that helps 
you educate your staff and improve your information security risk profile. 
  

Minimal effort – maximum results 
goDeep can be set up for you in seconds, with your staff on-boarded and started training with minimal effort on your part. 
 

Take control of your Information Security 
goDeep packages a comprehensive security awareness course into 7 modules, tested, measured and reportable for compliance 
purposes. 
 

Make sure they do the training with minimal admin 
goDeep has a scheduling function that regularly sends out emails to staff prompting them to start and complete their training. 
 

No more passwords 
goDeep is hosted on a single, easy to setup, passwordless, yet secure portal that offers the most important and up-to-date 
security awareness training. 
 

Phishing Campaigns 
goDeep gives you a simple way to phish your staff with 2 clicks of a mouse button. Phishing responses are automatically 
updated to the portal with no messy admin. You can also schedule phishing simulations to run regularly in the background 
without having to manage them. 
 

Phishing Templates 
In addition to generic templates, goDeep offers spear phishing precision attacks that appear to come from other staff in your 
organisation. We also offer up to date, region-specific and topical phishing attack vectors, such as clickbait links which we've 
found have had the highest user response rate.  
  

Breach Reporting 
Included in goDeep is an alert service for staff when their email address appears in publicised breaches. These alerts will be 
added to the portal and users will be contacted by email. This is currently not being offered by anyone else and will allow users 
to maintain their online security and be aware of information about them that has been compromised online. 
 

Live Reporting 
goDeep includes printable reports on your users’ training progress, phishing response rate and publicised breaches from a 
single admin platform. 
 

Your Portal, Your Brand 
goDeep is branded with your company logo encouraging users to engage with the training and providing branded reporting on 
your Organisation’s Security Awareness.  
 

Security Awareness Training is Important.  The challenge is not to find training... 
The primary problem with security awareness training is actually getting people to sit down and do it - that's why we felt that 
the most important design factor in creating goDeep was to create something simple, engaging and finite. 
 

See for yourself 
We offer trial access to all goDeep features for up to 5 users in your organisation free of charge and without making any 
commitment. Sign up now and see for yourself how you can protect your organisation and staff from cybercrime. 
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